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6/14/2021 
 
Dear LP National, 
 
Sean Dempsey here—unapologetic libertarian voter, At Large member of the LPNH EC, lifetime member 
of LP National, and Lifetime member of LPNH.  
 
As you may be aware LP National hosts our LPNH.org website and its membership data/other materials. 
 
Recently, a nefarious actor has usurped control of the website and is not releasing it to the formally-
elected members of the EC as per etiquette, protocol, and per the bylaws of the organization.  
 
This actor, although officially the party’s chair at the moment, has been suspended from office, per its 
bylaws, and is currently undergoing a recall review by the judicial committee of the LPNH for reasons 
related to theft of property and malfeasance (this is also on record). She has also publicly moved to start 
a new organization and worked to name the organization the same name as the [legacy] one she was 
working for at the time of the filing with the state of NH. 
 
To wit, the LPNH is the affiliated organization of LP National. I humbly ask that you restore access of our 
website to the EC Members whom were recently removed from access.  
 
This event has substantially impacted our ability to promote the party, grow the party, communicate 
with its members, obtain membership information, and receive donations. This is unacceptable! 
 
Silence or inaction on this matter is complicit in the theft of our property. I humbly urge and request you 
to restore access of our website to the rightful stewards (the elected officers of the LPNH EC). 
 
I realize this is an emotionally-charged request. However, it is not a difficult or even legally-ambiguous 
one. The website (specifically its member lists, copy, and content) is property of the the LPNH. We 
realize LP National holds the enterprise licensing for the CiviCRM software and that is not in dispute. But 
our legal right to access party data is not in dispute; again, I humbly ask that you immediately restore 
access to the website to all LPNH EC members (cc’ed here).  
 
Cordially and respectfully yours, 
-Sean Dempsey, At Large LPNH 
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